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Abstract: Performance losses of cluster applications can arise from various
sources in the communications network of computer clusters. Typically, CPU
intensive applications generate a small amount of network traﬃc the overall
inﬂuence of the network subsystem is minimal. On the other hand, a dataintensive and network aware application generates a large amount of network
traﬃc and the inﬂuence of the network subsystem is signiﬁcantly greater. This
paper presents a model that aims to improve the cluster’s network performance
by reducing the data transfer time, this solution having the advantage that
doesn’t imply modiﬁcations of the original applications or of the kernel.
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1

Introduction

The computing performance of a cluster is dependent on the performance of cluster components: computing nodes and communication infrastructure. The cluster communication infrastructure was built using network devices whose performance can be modiﬁed only by hardware
changes, i.e. replacing 100Mbps Ethernet switches with gigabit switches; therefore this component of the cluster will be neglected. The performance of a computing node is deﬁned by
hardware and software performance, where the hardware performance can be considered a constant value and it can be inﬂuenced by the hardware changes only. The software can be separated
in components: application and operating system. The computing performance of the cluster
can be inﬂuenced by each of these components.
Cluster performance increasing by performing modiﬁcations at the applications level is a goal
very hard to achieve, some applications requiring a complete rewrite for this task. Of course,
there are exceptions too, like network-aware applications, which are built exactly with this goal
in mind and they do not require any optimizations.
The last component that can inﬂuence the performance is the operating system through the
kernel conﬁguration and at the network layer optimizations.
Taking into account that clusters typical contains a large number of computing nodes, the
solution for cluster performance improvements must be done with minimal modiﬁcations in the
systems. These requirements are necessary to keep the administrative tasks at a decent level.
There is a research work involving the network tuning mechanisms or network-aware applications trying to solve these issues. The projects developed so far, like WAD (Work Around
Daemon) [1] or ENABLE [2] don’t meet the imposed requirements, as for WAD a modiﬁed kernel
must be used, and for ENABLE the applications must be rewritten.
The WAD project provides a transparent mechanism to work around a variety of network
issues, including TCP buﬀer size, MTU size, packet reordering, and leaky network loss [1]. The
WAD goal is to eliminate the "wizard gap" representing the diﬀerence between the network
performances achievable by manually handcrafting of the optimal tuning parameters, compared
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to an untuned application [1]. To attain this goal, WAD requires a modiﬁed kernel from the
Web100 project. This solution could not be applied in our case, because of the diﬀerent Linux
kernel versions the Web100 project provides a kernel patch starting from the 2.6.12. Through
the use of a diﬀerent kernel version that the provided one by the Linux distribution, CentOS 4.5
in our case, problems in maintaining the operating system across clusters can occur. Therefore
our solution works ﬁne no mater the kernel version used.
The ENABLE project, includes monitoring tools, visualization tools, archival tools, problem
detection tools, and monitoring data summary and retrieval tools. ENABLE provides an API
that makes it very easy for application or middleware developers to determine the optimal network parameters [2]. However, the solution provided by this project was not applicable in our
case, because applications could not be rewritten.
This paper presents a model for self optimization of the network communications in order to
improve cluster performance by shortening the data transfer time. The model implementation
does not require applications and kernel structure modiﬁcations or adding new modules to the
existing ones. Also, the implementation uses only the tools provided by the operating system
for runtime conﬁguration and therefore the automatic operating system and kernel updates can
be applied immediately.
In the next section a brief review of the TCP transport protocol issues, Linux kernel network
subsystem and the NetPIPE network performance measurement tool are presented. Section 3
describes the network self optimization model and the proposed algorithm. Section 4 presents
the test environment and the experimental results. The ﬁnal section summarizes author’s eﬀorts
on tuning the cluster communications network and considers future extensions of the work.

2

Background

TCP protocol transmits new data into the network when old data has been received as
indicated by acknowledgments from the receiver to the sender. The data rate is determined by
the window size and is limited by the application, the buﬀer space at the sender or the receiver
and by the congestion window. TCP adjust the congestion window to ﬁnd an appropriate share
of the network capacity of the path between source and destination. Missing or corrupted data
segments are repaired by TCP by retransmitting the data from the sender’s buﬀer. This process
requires an entire window of data to ﬁt into both sender and receiver buﬀers [1].
The largest TCP window can be 216=65KB because the TCP header uses 16 bits to report
the receive window size to the sender. The window scale option was introduced deﬁning an
implicit scale factor used to multiply the windows size value from TCP header in order to obtain
the real TCP window size, as described in [3]. These buﬀers have default values that may either
be changed by the applications using system calls or by using tools provided by the operating
system, i.e. sysctl tool from Linux/Unix.
The second part of this section is focused on the network subsystem of the Linux kernel.
Starting from the version 2.4 of Linux kernel, an auto tuning technique is used to perform
memory management. This technique simply increases and decreases buﬀer sizes depending on
available system memory and available socket buﬀer space. By increasing buﬀer sizes when they
are full of data, TCP connections can increase their window size performance improvements are
an intentional side-eﬀect [4]. On the other hand, this is done within the limitation of the available
system memory and socket buﬀer space, and on the busy cluster that are valuable resource.
The network subsystem of the Linux operating system should be tuned in order to obtain
an optimal performance of a computing system. In order to do that, changes can be operated
at the following levels: network interface and kernel parameters. The kernel parameters allowing to change the network behavior can be tuned by modifying the following ﬁles located in
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/proc/sys/net:
/proc/sys/net/core/rmem_max
/proc/sys/net/core/rmem_default
/proc/sys/net/core/wmem_max
/proc/sys/net/core/wmem_default
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_stack
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_timestamps
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_time
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_mem
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_rmem
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_wmem
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_window_scaling
The network interface can also be tuned by modifying the speed and duplex settings and the
MTU size. Two problems have to be addressed while setting up the cluster:
• the default kernel values don’t provide the best performance for the custom environment,
and
• the number of communication devices needed to be set.
Since solutions to solve these two problems are missing an optimal value for each system in
cluster to get the best possible performance is proposed. By using the right tools, the network
settings related changes are available immediately, the optimization algorithm presented in this
paper being based on these features. The values of the send/receive buﬀers (tcp_wmem and
tcp_rmem) can be changed by specifying minimum size, initial size, and maximum size as follows:
sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_rmem="4096 87380 8388608"
sysctl -w net.ipv4.tcp_wmem="4096 87380 8388608"
The third value must be the same as or less than the wmem_max and rmem_max values. The
ﬁrst value can be increased on high-speed, high-quality networks so that the TCP window starts
out at a suﬃciently high value [5]. Also, the TCP window scaling is an option to enlarge the
transfer window.
Performance measurements of the cluster network can be done using a wide area of tools
like Iperf [6], Netperf [7] or NetPIPE (Network Protocol Independent Performance Evaluator).
Because the performance measurements must be done for both TCP and MPI layer and the
NetPIPE provides a complete measurement of the communication performance on both of them,
the tests were performed using this tool. The NetPIPE utility performs simple ping pong tests,
bouncing messages of increasing size between two computers. To provide a complete test, NetPIPE modiﬁes the message size, with a slight perturbation, at regular intervals and measures the
point-to-point communications performance between nodes [8]. Because we want to determine
of the maximum bandwidth available for diﬀerent use cases, usage of diﬀerent message size is a
must. From all the performance measurements tools available, only NetPIPE had this feature
by default, which deﬁnes it as a right tool for this kind of tests. An in depth description of the
NetPIPE utility can be found in [8]- [10]. Linux kernel network subsystem information gathered
by running NetPIPE on the cluster were used in order to improve the throughput.

3

Proposed model

The proposed model implies the computation of a best possible set of values for a given set of
parameters. Figure 1 presents the model schematics composed from three parts: ”Control logic”,
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”Parameter computation” and ”Network test tool”. The ﬁrst component is responsible for sending
starting set of values to ”Parameter computation” and keeps the running ﬂux under control. The
second component computes the sets of values based on previously known sets of data and on
the results of the current run received from the ”Network test tool” and send it to the kernel in
order to set the network subsystem. The ”Network test tool” is responsible to run set of tests and
provide the results to ”Parameter computation” component. The optimization process is started
by ”Control logic”, which sends starting values to ”Parameter computation” that are set in the
kernel network subsystem and starts the ﬁrst set of tests through the ”Network test tool”. After
the tests are ﬁnished, the results are sent to "Parameter computation" which computes a new
set of values and the process continues until meeting the end condition.
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Figure 1: The cluster communication optimization model
The process provides self optimization of the kernel network subsystem, the only necessary
interaction with the application being the conﬁguration ﬁle that contains necessary values for the
application startup and for the components behavior. These values can be set by administrators
to meet the speciﬁc needs.
An algorithm implementing model functionality is proposed. This algorithm performs the
bandwidth measurements and adjusts the sets of parameters to obtain the highest bandwidth
usage for each case and running tests.
Given l, the number of tests to be performed, let it be N = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nk } the set of nodes in
cluster, T = {t1 , t1 , . . . , tl } the set of test variables (i.e. tcp_rmem, tcp_wmem, tcp_window_scalling),
I = {i1 , i2 , . . . , il } the kernel network subsystem parameters start values and E = {e1 , e1 , . . . , el }
be the set of computed values for each test ti . Also, given m as the number of messages,
MS = {ms1 , ms2 , . . . , msm } is deﬁned as the set of message sizes used by the testing tool, X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } as the best set of result value for each test t∑
t , the results set Ri = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rk }i
one for each cluster node, S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sm }, where si = kj=i rij , and B = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bm } as
the set of best values for each test ti . The algorithm computes the values for the test variables
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as follows:

The algorithm has two main components: the network test component corresponding to
”Network test tool” in Figure 1 and implemented by lines 3-19 from the algorithm, and the computational component corresponding to ”Parameter computation” in Figure 1 and implemented
by lines 20-30. The methods used in the algorithm implements the following actions:
• generate_set: produce a new set of parameters used for network testing;
• start_remote_testing_program: launches the remote component of the testing application
(NetPIPE in our case);
• prepare_local_testing_program: prepare the local component of the testing application,
necessary to maximize the accuracy of the measured values;
• execution_of_local_testing_programs: runs the testing application;
• get_max_count: extract the parameter value corresponding to the maximal throughput.
Finally, the line 31 sequentially sets the kernel parameters to the best computed values on the
entire cluster.

4

Implementation and experimental results

To improve the cluster communications, dynamic tests and adjustments for the following Linux kernel network parameters are performed: tcp_window_scalling, tcp_rmem and
tcp_wmem. Bandwidth measurements and TCP parameters adjustments were carried out to
obtain the highest bandwidth usage for each case and to determine the maximum bandwidth
available for diﬀerent use cases.
The environment used to test the proposed model consists in a grid cluster with the following
conﬁguration: one front-end computer with 4 x 3.66 GHz Intel Xeon processors, 4 x 146 GB hard
drive and 8 GB of RAM and 12 computing nodes with 1 x 2.33GHz Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 1 x
160GB hard drive and 2GB of RAM with Gigabit Ethernet card connected with CAT6 cables
via a Gigabit switch.
First implementation of the algorithm was made in Bash, but due the diﬁculties in working
with data structures was switched to Perl. Also, to preserve measurement accuracy and performance the tests results were saved to ﬁles for further usage, like graphical presentation.
The performance results were obtained based on a test array with three elements: one for
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TCP windows scaling, a second one for TCP read buﬀer and the third one for the TCP write
buﬀer kernel parameters. For each of this there is a graphical presentation, where on the X and
Y-axis the message size used during tests and the resulted bandwidth values are, respectively,
presented.
The results for the TCP windows scaling parameter are showed in Figure 2(a), where one line
is for net.ipv4.tcp_window_scaling=0, and the other one is for net.ipv4.tcp_window_scaling=1.
For an easier reading of the results graph, we apply a Bezier function in order to obtain the presentation from Figure 2(b).
The inﬂuence of TCP read/write buﬀer size over the available bandwidth are presented in
Figure 3(a)/Figure4(a). In this case, there are a large number of graphic representations and
the observation is very diﬃcult, so a Bezier function was applied on the results values to make
the graphical presentation more readable, as shown in Figure3(b)/Figure4(b). The red line in
the graphical representations corresponds to the default value for tcp_rmem (4KB) and the blue
dotted line is the best value resulted using this model, with 100Mbps more than the default
value.
By applying diﬀerent values for TCP buﬀers and running tests bandwidth variation for each
of them is presented (Figure 5). TCP buﬀers size starts from 4KB and each algorithm step
doubles the previous value.
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Figure 2: TCP window scaling inﬂuence over bandwidth
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Figure 3: TCP read buﬀer inﬂuence over bandwidth
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Figure 4: TCP write buﬀer inﬂuence over bandwidth

Figure 5: Bandwidth achieved for diﬀerent TCP buﬀer size
A ram drive on all computers was built in order to test the results without any delays
introduced by the hard disk drive. Because of the 2GB memory limits on the computing nodes,
the ﬁle transferred and the ram drive size was 512 MB. In the Figure 6(a) transfer time for the
ﬁle is shown. In this test the TCP buﬀers size was changed from 4KB to 512 KB and data
transfer starts in both directions for each value, from the frontend to cluster nodes and back.
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Figure 6: (a)Transfer time for a 512MB ﬁle between cluster; (b)The beneﬁts of parameters
adjustments
The best transfer time was obtained when both tcp_rmem and tcp_wmem values were 16KB
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or 32KB. During the tests, this solution provides all values for the considered TCP parameters,
which can be useful for other scenarios. In Figure 6(b), the bandwidth improvement is presented.
Using only the default values, the cluster internal network available bandwidth is not optimally used with a strong impact on the overall computing performance. Using this optimization
model, the bandwidth available in the cluster is eﬃciently used.

5

Conclusions and future work

Using the proposed model, the communication between cluster nodes has been improved. All
results are considered for the speciﬁc needs of mentioned cluster, where a signiﬁcant amount of
data needs to be transferred between cluster nodes. For other applications, like a web server
farm, the ﬁnal results may be slightly diﬀerent, but can be optimized by adjusting the test tool
for those speciﬁc needs. The network kernel parameters computed can be used later if the use
case is changed, i.e. a web server farm. The algorithm can be used for IPv6 too, however the
authors doesn’t implemented nor tested.
The further development of presented application will follow two directions: one is to extend
its capabilities to support UDP traﬃc performance adjustment; and the second one is to support
tuning parameters other than the ones related to the Linux kernel.
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